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Abstract
We apply the method of moving anholonomic frames, with associated non-
linear connections, in (pseudo) Riemannian spaces and examine the conditions
when various types of locally anisotropic (la) structures (Lagrange, Finsler like
and more general ones) could be modeled in general relativity. New classes
of solutions of the Einstein equations with generic local anisotropy are con-
structed. We formulate the theory of nearly autoparallel (na) maps and intro-
duce the tensorial na–integration as the inverse operation to both covariant
derivation and deformation of connections by na–maps. The problem of re-
definition of the Einstein gravity theory on na–backgrounds, provided with a
set of na–map invariant conditions and local conservation laws, is analyzed.
There are illustrated some examples of generation of vacuum Einstein fields
by Finsler like metrics and chains of na–maps.
1 Introduction
It is possible that a corresponding spacetime anholonomic frame structure induces
local anisotropies which also ’slightly’ modies the isotropy of cosmic background
radiation. Usually, by developing dierent cosmological scenaria, it is believed that
anisotropies and inhomogeneities in the Universe are caused only by anisotropic
matter (classical and/or quantum) fluctuations and distributions. To compare some
anisotropic eects of two dierent origins (induced geometrically by imposing some
anholonomic conditions or by matter elds anisotropies) it is necessary to perform
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a rigorous deniton and analysis of physical values and fundamental eld equa-
tions with respect to such anholonomic bases when there are modeled constrained
dynamical systems with ’mixed’ holonomic and anholonomic variables.
Such models of strings, gravity and matter eld locally anisotropic (la) interac-
tions (in brief, we use such terms as la{gravity, la{strings, la{spacetime and so on)
have been proposed with the aim to illustrate that the so{called ’locally anisotropic
physics’ follows alternatively in the low energy energy limits of (super) string the-
ory and that self{consistent theories with both la{spacetime and la{matter could
be constructed [36, 37, 38, 39]. There are developed dierent approaches to la{
spacetimes and la{gravity which are grounded on Finsler geometry and generaliza-
tions [14, 10, 31, 25, 1, 2, 27, 28, 4]. For instance, there is a subclass of models with
local anisotropy which try to describe possible violations of local Lorentz invariance
in the framework of Finsler geometry [5, 6, 16]. This non infrequently introduces the
misunderstanding that an ’unusual’ relativity is presented in all Finsler like theories
and lied to the misinterpretation that experimentally such Finsler spaces met rather
stringent constrains [45].
A surprising result is that Finsler like metrics and their generalizations could
be found as solutions of the Einstein equations in general relativity and higher
dimension gravity models (see [41] and Sections 2 and 8 in this work). The point is
to model various type of la{structures (Finsler type and more general ones) by using
anholonomic frames on (pseudo) Riemannian spacetimes. This class of la{spacetimes
are compatible with the paradigm of the Einstein{Lorenz{Poincare relativity and
the theory of experiment on such curved spacetimes have to be adapted to the
viewpoint of observers stated with respect to anholonomic frames of reference.
The problem of equivalence of spaces with generalized metrics and connections
was considered in a series of works by E. Cartan [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] who developed
an unied approach to Riemannian, ane and projective connection, ber bun-
dles, Finsler and another type of curved spaces on the language of moving frames
and dierential forms. Paper [10] contains also the idea on nonlinear connection
(N{connection) associated to an anholonomic frame. The global denition of N{
connection is due to W. Barthel [3] and this concept was developed and applied by
R. Miron and M. Anastasiei [27, 28] in their geometry of generalized Lagrange and
Finsler spaces modeled on vector and tangent bundles. The further, in this line,
geometric extensions and applications in physics are connected with the (super)
frames, metrics and connections in spinor spaces and superbundles provided with
N{connection structures and the geometry of locally anisotropic strings and gravity
[36, 39, 37, 38].
The rst purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that anholonomic frame struc-
tures with associated N{connections on (pseudo) Riemannian spacetimes display a
new ’locally anisotropic’ picture of the Einstein gravity. Here is to be noted that the
elaboration of models with la{interactions is considered to entail great diculties
because of the problematical character of the possibility and manner of denition
of conservation laws on la{spaces. It will be recalled that, for instance, in special
relativity the conservation laws of energy{momentum type are dened by the global
group of automorphisms (the Poincare group) of the fundamental Mikowski spaces.
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For (pseudo) Riemannian spaces one has only tangent space’s automorphisms and
for particular cases there are symmetries generated by Killing vectors. No global or
local automorphisms exist on generic la{spaces and in result of this fact the formu-
lation of la{conservation laws is sophisticate and full of ambiguities. Nevertheless,
a variant of denition of energy{momentum values for gravitational and matter la{
elds and the form of conservation laws for such values is possible if we introduce
moving frames and consider that anisotropies are eectively modeled on (pseudo)
Riemannian spacetimes.
The second aim of this paper is to develop a necessary geometric background
(the theory of nearly autoparallel maps, in brief, na{maps, and tensor integral for-
malism on multispaces) for formulation and a detailed investigation of conservation
laws on locally isotropic and/or anisotropic curved spaces. We shall adapt for the
la{spacetimes induced by anholonomic structures some results from the theory of
na{maps for generalized ane spaces, Einstein-Cartan and Einstein spaces, bre
bundles and dierent subclasses of generic la{spaces (see [43, 18, 17] and [40] as re-
views of our results published in some less accessible books and journals from former
URSS and Romania).
The question of denition of tensor integration as the inverse operation of covari-
ant derivation was posed and studied by A.Moor [30]. Tensor{integral and bitensor
formalisms turned out to be very useful in solving certain problems connected with
conservation laws in general relativity [17, 40]. In order to extend tensor{integral
constructions we proposed to take into consideration nearly autoparallel and nearly
geodesic [32, 40] maps (in brief, we write ng{maps, ng{theory) which forms a sub-
class of local 1{1 maps of curved spaces with deformation of the connection and
metric structures. The third purpose of this work is to synthesize the results on na{
maps and multispace tensor integrals, to reformulate them for anholonomic (pseudo)
Riemannian spacetimes and to propose a variant of denition of conservation laws
and energy{momentum type values on la{spacetimes.
Our investigations are completed by some explicit examples of new solutions of
Einstein equations in general relativity which admit nearly autoparallel maps and/or
Finsler like structures.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the geometry of anholonomic
frames with associated nonlinear connection structures. The general criteria when
a Finsler like metric could be embedded into the Einstein gravity is formulated.
Section 3 is devoted to the theory of nearly autoparallel (na) maps of la{spacetimes.
The classication of na{maps and corresponding invariant conditions are given in
Section 4. In Section 5 we dene the nearly autoparallel tensor{integral on locally
anisotropic multispaces. The problem of formulation of conservation laws on spaces
with local anisotropy is studied in Section 6. We present a denition of conservation
laws for la{gravitational elds on na{images of la{spaces in Section 7. Some new
classes of vacuum and non{vacuume solutions of the Einstein equations, induced by
Finsler like metrics, are constructed in Section 8. In Section 9 we illustrate how
a class of vacuum Einstein elds with Finsler like structures can be mapped via
chains of na{transforms to the flat Minkowski spacetime. The results are outlined
in Section 10.
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2 Anholonomic Frames and Anisotropic Metrics
We outline the geometric background of the Einstein gravity with respect to an-
holonomic frames and associated nonlinear connections (N{connection) modelling m
dimensional local anisotropies in (pseido) Riemannian (n +m){dimensional space-
times. Comparing with another approaches concerning anholonomic frames (tetrads
or vierbiends, in four dimensions) in general relativity (see, for instance, [13, 29, 26]),
it should be noted that topic of application of N{connections in general relativity and
Kaluza{Klein theories was not considered in the well known monographs and works.
The N{connection geometry was investigated in details, from the viewpoint of mod-
elling of generalized Lagrange and Finsler geometries in vector and tangent bundle
spaces, in the monographs [27, 28, 4] and, with applications to locally anisotropic
(la) spinor dierential geometry, supergravity and superstrings in [36, 39, 37, 38]. We
pointed to the positive necessity to consider anholonomic frames with associated N{
connections (with mixed holonomic and anholonomic degrees of friedom) in order
to develop self{consistent relativistic theories with generic anisotropy, anisotropic
distributions of matter and eld interactions, kinetic and thermodynamic processes
on (pseudo) Riemannian spacetimes in [41]. The nal purpose of this Section is
to proof that la{structures (Finsler like or more general ones) could be induced in
general relativity.
2.1 Anholonomy, local anisotropy, and Einstein equations
In this work spacetimes are modeled as smooth (i. e. class C1) (n +m){dimen-
sional (pseudo) Riemannian manifolds V (n+m) being Hausdor, paracompact and
connected. A spacetime V (n+m) is enabled with the fundamental structures of sym-
metric metric g and of linear, in general nonsymmetric (if we consider anholo-
nomic frames), connection Γγ dening the covariant derivation D which is chosen
to satisfy the metricity conditions Dgγ = 0: The indices of geometrical objects are
given with respect to a frame vector eld  = (i; a) and its dual  = (i; a): For
instance, a covariant{contravariant tensor Q is decomposed as
Q = Q  
 ⊗ ;
where ⊗ is the tensor product. A holonomic frame structure on V (n+m) could be
stated by a local coordinate base
@ = @=@u
; (1)
consisting from usual partial derivative components, and the dual basis
d = du; (2)
consisting from usual dierentials. An arbitrary holonomic frame e could be related
to a coordinate one by a local linear transform e = A

 @ ; for which the matrix A


is nondegenerate and there are satised the holonomy conditions, ee − ee = 0:
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]
(3)
with respect to a local coordinate basis (2), du = (dxi; dya) ; where the Greek in-
dices run values 1; 2; :::; n + m; the Latin indices i; j; k; ::: from the middle of the
alphabet run values 1; 2; :::; n and the Latin indices from the beginning of the alpha-
bet, a; b; c; :::; run values 1; 2; :::; m: The coecients gij = gij (u
) ; hae = hae (u
)
and Nai = N
a
i (u
) will be dened by a solution of the Einstein gravitational eld
equations.
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where the coecients Naj (u
) from (5) and (6) are treated as the components of an
associated nonlinear connection, N{connection, structure [3, 27, 28, 36, 39, 38].
A frame (local basis) structure  on V
(n+m) is characterized by its anholonomy
coecients wγ dened from relations
 −  = wγγ : (7)
The rigorous mathematical denition of N{connection is based on the formalism
of horizontal and vertical subbundles and on exact sequences in vector bundles
[3, 28]. In this work we introduce a N{connection as a distribution which for every
point u = (x; y) 2 V (n+m) denes a local decomposition of the tangent space
TuV
(n+m) = HuV
(n)  VuV (m):
into horizontal, HuV
(n); and vertical (anisotropy), VuV
(m); subspaces which is given
by a set of coecients Naj (u
) :















Here we note that the class of usual linear connections can be considered as a
particular case of N{connections when





The elongation (by N{connection) of partial derivatives and dierentials in the
adapted to the N{connection operators (5) and (6) reflects the fact that on the
(pseudo) Riemannian spacetime V (n+m) it is modeled a generic local anisotropy char-
acterized by anholonomy relations (7) when the anolonomy coecients are computed
as follows
wkij = 0; w
k
aj = 0; w
k
ia = 0; w
k
ab = 0; w
c
ab = 0;
waij = −Ωaij ; wbaj = −@aN bi ; wbia = @aN bi :
The frames (5) and (6) are locally adapted to the N{connection structure, dene a
local anisotropy and, in brief, are called la{bases.
A N{connection structure distinguishes the geometrical objects into horizontal
and vertical components. Such objects are briefly called d{tensors, d{metrics and
d{connections. Their components are dened with respect to a la{basis of type (5),
its dual (6), or their tensor products (d{linear or d{ane transforms of such frames
could also be considered). For instance, a covariant and contravariant d{tensor Q;
is expressed
Q = Q ⊗  = Qi ji ⊗ dj +Qiai ⊗ a +Qbj@b ⊗ dj +Qba@b ⊗ a:
In this paper, as a locally anisotropic spacetime, la–spacetime, we shall
consider a pseudo{Riemannian spacetime provided with a metric of signature (−;+;
+;+) (a permutation of signes being also possible) and with an anholonomic frame
basis dened by an associated N{connection structure when the coecients of the
mentioned objects are imposed to be a solution of the Einstein equations.
A linear d{connection D on la{spacetime V (n+m);
Dγ = Γ

γ (x; y) ;















jki; Dk@b = L
a
bk@a; D@cj = C
i
jci; Dc@b = C
a
bc@a:
A metric on V (n+m) with its coecients parametrized as (3) can be written in
distingushed form (4), as a metric d{tensor (in brief, d{metric), with respect to a
la{base (6), i. e.
s2 = g (u) 
 ⊗  = gij(x; y)dxidxj + hab(x; y)yayb: (10)
Some N{connection, d{connection and d{metric structures are compatible if
there are satised the conditions
Dgγ = 0:
































had (@chdb + @bhdc − @dhbc)
The coecients of the canonical d{connection generalize for la{spacetimes the well
known Cristoel symbols. By a local linear nondegenerate transform to a coordinate
frame we obtain the coecients of the usual (pseudo) Riemannian metric connection.
For a canonical d{connection (9) the components of canonical torsion,
T (γ ; ) = T

γ;
T γ = Γ

γ − Γγ + wγ
are expressed via d{torsions




jk − Likj; T ija = Ci:ja; T iaj = −Cija;






bc − Cacb; (12)
T a:ij = −Ωaij ; T a:bi = @bNai − La:bj ; T a:ib = −T a:bi
which reflects the anholonomy of the corresponding la{frame of reference on V (n+m);
they are induced eectively. With respect to holonomic frames the d{torsions van-
ishes.
For simplicity, hereafter, we shall omit the up left index "c" and consider only
connections and d{connections dened by compatible metric and N{connection co-
ecients.
Putting the non{vanishing coecients (9) into the formula for curvature
R ( ; γ)  = R

 γ;
R  γ = Γ

γ − γΓ + Γ’γΓ’ − Γ’Γ’γ + Γ’w’γ
we compute the components of canonical d{curvatures
R:ih:jk = kL
i
:hj − jLi:hk + Lm:hjLimk − Lm:hkLimj − Ci:haΩa:jk;
R:ab:jk = kL
a
:bj − jLa:bk + Lc:bjLa:ck − Lc:bkLa:cj − Ca:bcΩc:jk;






:ka − (@kCi:ja + Li:lkC l:ja − Ll:jkCi:la − Lc:akCi:jc);






:ka − (@kCc:ba + Lc:dkCd:ba − Ld:bkCc:da − Ld:akCc:bd);
S :ij:bc = @cC
i
:jb − @bCi:jc + Ch:jbCi:hc − Ch:jcCihb;
S :ab:cd = @dC
a
:bc − @cCa:bd + Ce:bcCa:ed − Ce:bdCa:ec:
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The Ricci d{tensor Rγ = R

 γ has the components
Rij = R
:k




a:ib; Rab = S
:c
a:bc
and, in general, this d{tensor is non symmetric.
We can compute the scalar curvature
 −
R = gγRγ of a d-connection D;
 −
R = R̂+ S; (14)
where R̂ = gijRij and S = h
abSab:




written with respect to an anholonomic la{frame of reference, we obtain the system















where ij;ab;ai and ia are the components of the energy{momentum d{tensor
eld γ which includes the cosmological constant terms and possible contributions
of d{torsions and matter, and k is the coupling constant.
2.2 Finsler like metrics in Einstein gravity
In this subsection we follow the almost Hermitian model of Finsler geometry [27, 28]
and consider a V 2n (pseudo) Riemannian spacetime.
The locally anisotropic structure is modeled on the manifold T˜ V = TV (n)nf0g;
where nf0g means that there is eliminated the null cross{section of the bundle
projection  : TV (n) ! V (n)): There are considered d{metrics of type (10) with
identical (nn){dimensional blocks for both base and ber components. On TV (n)
we can dene a natural almost complex structure C(a);





where the la{derivatives (5) and la{dierentials act on the bundle T˜ V being adapted
to a nontrivial N{connection N = fNkj (x; y)g in TV and C2(a) = −I: The pair(
s2; C(a)
)
denes an almost Hermitian structure on T˜ V with an associate 2{form
 = hij (x; y) 
i ^ dxj
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and the triad K2n =
(
T˜ V ; s2; C(a)
)
is an almost Ka¨hlerian space. We can verify










for any d{vector X on TV (n) and has zero hhh{ and vvv{torsions (where h{ and v{
denote the horizontal and vertical components).
The notion of Lagrange space [22, 27, 28] was introduced as a generalization
of Finsler geometry in order to geometrize the fundamental concepts in mechanics.
A regular Lagrangian L (xi; yi) on T˜ V is dened by a continuity class C1 function
L : TV (n) ! IR for which the matrix






has the rank n: A d{metric (10) with coecients of form (16), a corresponding
canonical d{connection (9) and almost complex structure C(a) denes an almost
Hermitian model of Lagrange geometry.
Metrics hij (x; y) of rank n and constant signature on T˜ V , which can not be
determined as a second derivative of a Lagrangian are considered in the so{called
generalized Lagrange geometry on TV (n) (see details in [27, 28]).
A subclass of metrics of type (16) consists from those where instead of a regular
Lagrangian one considers a Finsler metric function F on V (n) dened as F : TV (n) !
IR having the properties that it is of class C1 on T˜ V and only continuous on the
image of the null cross{section in TV (n); the restriction of F on T˜ V is a positive
function homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to the variables yi; i. e.
F (x; y) = F (x; y) ;  2 IR;
and the quadratic form on IR2; with coecients




(see (10)) given on T˜M; is positive denite.
Very dierent approaches to Finsler geometry, its generalizations and applica-
tions are examined in a number of monographs [14, 10, 31, 1, 2, 4, 6, 27] and it is










dened by the Finsler metric F (fundamental function) on T˜M (it should be noted
an ambiguity in terminology used in monographs on Finsler geometry and on gravity
theories with respect to such terms as Minkowski space, metric function and so on).
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Geometric spaces with a ’combersome’ variational calculus and a number of
curvatures, torsions and invariants connected with nonlinear metric intervals of type
(16) are considered as less suitable for purposes of the modern eld and particle
physics.
In our approach to generalized Finsler geometries in (super) string, gravity and
gauge theories [38, 40] we advocated the idea that instead of usual geometric con-
structions based on straightforward applications of derivatives of (17) following from
a nonlinear interval (18) one should consider d{metrics (10) with coecients of neces-
sity determined via an almost Hermitian model of a Lagrange (16), Finsler geometry
(17) and/or their extended variants. This way, by a synthesis of the moving frame
method with the geometry of N{connections, we can investigate in a unied manner
a various class of higher and lower dimension gravitational models with generic, or
induced, anisotropies on some anholonomic and/or Kaluza{Klein spacetimes.
Now we analyze the possibility to include n{dimensional Finsler metrics into 2n{
dimensional (pseudo) Riemannian spaces and formulate the general criteria when a
Finsler like metric could be imbedded into the Einstein theory.
























of signature (−;+; :::;+) induced by two Finsler functions F and F
(17) (as a particular case F = F ) is to be treated in the framework of general
relativity theory if this metric is a solution of the Einstein equations on a 2n{
dimensional (pseudo) Riemannian spacetime written with respect to a holonomic
frame. Here we note that, in general, a N{connection on a Finsler space, subjected
to the condition that the induced (pseudo) Riemannian metric is a solution of usual
Einstein equations, does not coincide with the well known Cartan’s N{connection
in Finsler geometry [10, 31]. In such cases we have to examine possible compatible
deformations of N{connection structures [27, 28].
We can also introduces ansatzs of type (3) with gij and hij induced by a La-
grange quadratic form (16). In Section 8 we shall construct solutions of the Einstein























parametrized by a 2  2 matrix (C)(xi; yk) and its transposition (CT )(xi; yk): A
general approach to the geometry of spacetimes with generic local anisotropy can be
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developed on imbeddings into corresponding Kaluza{Klein theories and adequate
modelling of la{interactions with respect to anholonomic or holonomic frames and
associated N{connection structures. As a matter of principle every type of Finsler,
Lagrange or generalized Lagrange geometry could be modeled on a corresponding
Kaluza{Klein spacetime.
3 Nearly Autoparallel Maps
The aim of this Section is to formulate the theory of nearly geodesic maps (ng{maps)
[32] and nearly autoparallel maps (na{maps) [40, 43] for (pseudo) Riemannian space-
times provided with anhonlonomic frame and associated N{connection structures.
Our geometric arena consists from pairs of open regions (U;U) of two la{space-
times, UV (n+m) and UV (n+m), and 1{1 local maps f : U!U given by some
functions f(u) of smoothly class Cr(U); (r > 2; or r = ! for analytic functions)
and their inverse functions f(u) with corresponding non{zero Jacobians in every
point u2U and u2U:
We consider that two open regions U and U are attributed to a common
for f{map coordinate system if this map is realized on the principle of coordinate
equality q(u)!q(u) for every point q2U and its f{image q2U: We note that all
calculations included in this work will be local in nature and taken to refer to open
subsets of mappings of type V (n+m)U f−! UV (n+m): For simplicity, we suppose
that in a xed common coordinate system for U and U the spacetimes V (n+m) and
V (n+m) are characterized by a common N{connection structure, when
Naj (u) = N
a
j (u) = N
a
j (u);
which leads to the possibility to establish common local bases, adapted to a given
N{connection, on both regions U and U: We consider that on V (n+m) it is dened a
linear d{connection structure with components Γ:γ: On the space V
(n+m) the linear
d{connection is considered to be a general one with torsion
T :γ = Γ

:γ − Γ:γ + w:γ
and nonmetricity
Kγ = Dgγ :
As a particular case we can consider maps to (pseudo) Riemannian spacetimes, when
Kγ = 0:
Geometrical objects on V (n+m) are specied by underlined symbols (for example,
A; B) or by underlined indices (for example, Aa; Bab):
For our purposes it is convenient to introduce auxiliary symmetric d{connecti-




















We are interested in denition of local 1{1 maps from U to U characterized by


















respectively as (γ)D and (γ)D:
Curves on U are parametrized
u = u() = (xi(); yi()); 1 <  < 2;











Definition 1 A curve l is called auto parallel, a–parallel, on V (n+m) if its tangent
vector field v satisfies the a–parallel equations
v Dv = v (γ)Dv
 = ()v; (24)
where () is a scalar function on V (n+m).
Let a curve l be given in parametric form u = u(); 1 <  < 2 with
the tangent vector eld v = du

d
6=0: We suppose that a 2{dimensional distribu-
tion E2(l) is dened along l; i.e. in every point u2l a 2-dimensional vector space
E2(l) is xed. The introduced distribution E2(l) is coplanar along l if every
vector p(ub(0))E2(l); u(0)l rests contained in the same distribution after parallel
transports along l; i.e. p(u())E2(l):
Definition 2 A curve l is called nearly autoparallel, or, in brief, na–parallel, on
the spacetime V (n+m) if a coplanar along l distribution E2(l) containing the tangent
to l vector field v(), i.e. v()E2(l); is defined.
We can dene nearly autoparallel maps of la{spacetimes as an anisotropic gen-
eralization of the constructions for the locally isotropic spaces (see ng{[32] and na{
maps[43, 40]):
Definition 3 Nearly autoparallel maps, na–maps, of la–spacetimes are defined as
local 1–1 mappings V (n+m)!V (n+m) which change every a–parallel on V (n) into a
na–parallel on V (n+m):
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Now we formulate the general conditions when some deformations (22) and (23)
characterize na-maps:
Let an a-parallel lU is given by some functions u = u()(); v = du
d
, 1 <
 < 2, satisfying the equations (24). We suppose that to this a{parallel corresponds
a na{parallel l  U given by the same parameterization in a common for a chosen
na{map coordinate system on U and U: This condition holds for the vectors v(1) =
vDv and v(2) = v Dv

(1) satisfying the equality
v(2) = a()v
 + b()v(1) (25)
for some scalar functions a() and b() (see Denitions 2 and 3). Putting the
splittings (22) and (23) into the expressions for v(1) and v













γvP :γ + av
; (26)
where
b(; v) = b− 3; and a(; v) = a+ b− vb@b− 2 (27)
are called the deformation parameters of na{maps.
The algebraic equations for the deformation of torsion Q: should be written as
the compatibility conditions for a given nonmetricity tensor Kγ on V
(n+m) ( or
as the metricity conditions if the d{connection D is required to be metric):
DGγ − P :(Gγ) −Kγ = Q:(Gγ); (28)
where ( ) denotes the symmetrical alternation.
So, we have proved this
Theorem 1 The na–maps from a la–spacetime V (n+m) to la–spacetime V (n+m) with
a fixed common nonlinear connection structure, Naj (u) = N
a
j (u); and given d–
connections, Γ:γ on V
(n+m) and Γ:γ on V
(n+m); are locally parametrized by
the solutions of equations (26) and (28) for every point u and direction v on
UV (n+m):
We call (26) and (28) the basic equations for na{maps of la{spacetimes. They
generalize the corresponding Sinyukov’s equations [32] which were introduced for
isotropic spaces provided with symmetric ane connection structure, hold for gen-
eralized Finsler metrics modeled on vector and tangent bundle spaces and consist a
particular case of the na{maps of (super) vector bundles provided with N{connection
structures [40, 43].
4 Classification of Na–Maps
Na{maps are classied on possible polynomial parametrizations on variables v of
deformations parameters a and b; see formulas (26) and (27)).
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Theorem 2 There are four classes of na–maps characterized by corresponding de-
formation parameters and tensors and basic equations:
1. for na(0)–maps, (0)–maps,
P γ(u) =  (

γ)
( is Kronecker symbol and   =  (u) is a covariant vector d–field);
2. for na(1)–maps
a(u; v) = a(u)v
v; b(u; v) = b(u)v








:γ) − P (Q:γ) = b(P :γ) + a(γ); (29)
3. for na(2)–maps
a(u; v) = a(u)v


















(γ) −Q:(F γ) = (F γ) + (γ) (31)











where ’ is the solution of equations
D’
 =  + ’
 + ’γQ:γ; (33)
γ(u); (u);  (u); (u) and (u) are d–tensors.
Proof. We sketch the proof respectively for every point in the theorem:
1. It is easy to verify that a{parallel equations (24) on V (n+m) transform into
similar ones on V (n+m) if and only if deformations (22) with deformation d{




2. Using corresponding to na(1){maps parametrizations of a(u; v) and b(u; v) (see
conditions of the theorem) for arbitrary v 6= 0 on U 2 V (n+m) and after a
redenition of deformation parameters we obtain that equations (29) hold if
and only if P γ satises (22).
3. In a similar manner we obtain basic na(2){map equations (31) from (26) by
considering na(2){parametrizations of deformation parameters and d{tensor.
4. For na(3){maps we mast take into consideration deformations of torsion (23)
and introduce na(3){parametrizations for b(u; v) and P

γ into the basic na{
equations (26). The resulting equations, for na(3){maps, are equivalent to
equations (33) (with a corresponding redenition of deformation parameters).
2
We point out that for (0)-maps we have not dierential equations on P

:γ (in the
isotropic case one considers a rst order system of dierential equations on metric
[32]; we omit constructions with deformation of metric in this Section).
To formulate invariant conditions for reciprocal na{maps (when every a-parallel
on V (n+m) is also transformed into na{parallel on V (n+m)) it is convenient to intro-













and, respectively, r = r
:γ
:γ , where [ ] denotes antisymmetric alternation of in-
dices, and to dene values:
(0)T : = Γ






:) − (T :)γ);


















































+( − ’q)pγ − (γ − ’qγ)p − ( − ’q)p[γ];
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(n+m− 2)p = − − q’γ::γ +
1
n +m
[:: − q’γ:γ: + q’
+q(−’γ::γ + q’γ’:γ:]);
where q’










and  = 

 :








’) − ’’ )w’γ )









(3)W :γ are given,




























where ˜ = F

 :
Theorem 3 Four classes of reciprocal na–maps of la–spacetimes are characterized




























T^ : = ?T

: ; (36)














 +  (

) (38)







Introducing the d{vector   into previous relation and expressing
γ = −T  + Γ
and similarly for underlined values we obtain the rst invariant conditions
from (34).




rγ − rγ =  [γ] +  [γ] + ( ’)w’γ (40)
and
r − r =  [] + (n+m− 1)  +  ’w’ +  w’’; (41)
where
  =
(γ)D  −   :


























To simplify our consideration we can choose an a{transform, parametrized by
corresponding  {vector from (38), (or x a local coordinate cart) the antisym-
























Introducing expressions (38), (42) and (43) into deformation of curvature (39)




where the Weyl d{tensor on V (n+m) is dened as





















 − γw’’)− (2γ’w’γ − γw’γ’)]:
2. To obtain na(1){invariant conditions we rewrite na(1){equations (29) as to con-

































Alternating the rst two indices in (44) we have







γ − 2P γP  ):
Substituting the last expression from (44) and rescalling the deformation pa-
rameters and d{tensors we obtain the conditions (29).
3. Now we prove the invariant conditions for na(0){maps satisfying conditions
 6= 0 and − F  F  6= 0
Let dene the auxiliary d{connection
~γ = γ








 − γ ;
where ~ = F









) − ~D(F )) + ~():
























Now it’s obvious that na(2){invariant conditions (46) are equivalent with a{
invariant conditions (34) written for d{connection (46). As a matter of prin-
ciple we can write formulas for such na(2){invariants in terms of "underlined"
and "non{underlined" values by expressing consequently all used auxiliary
connections as deformations of "prime" connections on V (n+m) and "nal"
connections on V (n+m): We omit such tedious calculations in this work.
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4. Finally, we prove the last statement, for na(3){maps, of this theorem. Let
q’
 = e = 1; (47)
where ’ is contained in
γγ = γ





Acting with operator (γ)D on (46) we write
(γ)Dq =
(γ)Dq −  (q) − e : (49)
Contracting (48) with ’ we can express
e’ = ’
((γ)Dq − (γ)Dq)− ’qq − e  :
Putting the last formula in (47) contracted on indices  and γ we obtain
(n+m)  = γ

 − γ + e ’q + e’’((γ)D − (γ)D): (50)
>From these relations, taking into consideration (46), we have
(n+m− 1) ’ = ’(γ − γ) + e’’((γ)Dq − (γ)Dq)
Using the equalities and identities (48) and (49) we can express the deforma-
tions (47) as the rst na(3){invariant conditions from (37).



















’) − ’’ )w’γ: (51)
Using deformation (47) and (50) we write relation
~γ = 

γ − γ =  [γ] −  [γ] − γ’; (52)
where
  =
(γ)D  +    − ( + ’  );
and
γ =
(γ)D[γ] + [γ] − [γ]’ :
Let multiply (51) on q and write (taking into account relations (46)) the
relation
eγ = −q ~ +  [qγ] −  [γ]q: (53)
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The next step is to express   trough d{objects on V
(n+m): To do this we
contract indices  and  in (51) and obtain
(n +m) [] = − + eq’ − e ~ [ ~ ]:
Then contracting indices  and  in (51) and using (52) we write
(n+m− 2)  = ~ − eq’~ +  [] + e( ~ q −  ^(q)); (54)
where  ^ = ’
  : If the both parts of (53) are contracted with ’
; it results
that
(n+m− 2) ~  = ’ − eq’’ − eq;
and, in consequence of (γ) = 0; we have
(n+m− 1)’ = ’’γγ:
By using the last expressions we can write
(n+m− 2) 

= ’ − eq’’ − e(n +m− 1)−1q’’: (55)
Contracting (53) with ’ we have
(n +m) ^ = ’
 + ~ 
and taking into consideration (54) we can express  ^ through 

γ:
As a consequence of (52){(54) we obtain this formulas for d{tensor   :




f− + eq’ − q(e’ − q’’) + eq 




Finally, putting the last formula and (52) into (51) and after a rearrangement
of terms we obtain the second group of na(3)-invariant conditions (37). If
necessary we can rewrite these conditions in terms of geometrical objects on
V (n+m) and V (n+m): To do this we mast introduce splittings (50) into (37).
2




Ω(u) > 0 and  = g we dene a subclass of conformal transforms g(u) =
Ω2(u)g which, in consequence of the fact that d{vector ’ must satisfy equations
(33), generalizes the class of concircular transforms (see [32] for references and details
on concircular mappings of Riemannaian spaces).
We emphasize that the basic na{equations (29){(33) are systems of rst order
partial dierential equations. The study of their geometrical properties and deni-
tion of integral varieties, general and particular solutions are possible by using the
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formalism of Paf systems[12, 43, 40]. Here we point out that by using algebraic
methods we can always verify if systems of na{equations of type (29){(33) are, or not,
involute, even to nd their explicit solutions it is a dicult task (see more detailed
considerations for isotropic ng{maps in [32] and, on language of Paf systems for
na{maps, in [40, 43]). We can also formulate the Cauchy problem for na{equations
on V (n+m) and choose deformation parameters (27) as to make involute mentioned
equations for the case of maps to a given background space V (n+m). If a solution,
for example, of na(1){map equations exists, we say that the la{spacetime V
(n+m) is
na(1){projective to the la{spacetime V
(n+m): In general, we have to introduce chains
of na{maps in order to obtain involute systems of equations for maps (superpositions
of na-maps) from V (n+m) to V (n+m) :
U
ng<i1>−! U1 ng<i2>−!    ng<ik−1>−! Uk−1 ng<ik>−! U
where
U  V (n+m); U1  V (n+m)1; : : : ; Uk−1  V (n+m)k−1; Uk  V (n+m)k; U  V (n+m)















:γ +   +<ik> Q:γ
where the indices < i1 >= 0; 1; 2; 3; denote possible types of na{maps.
Definition 4 A la–spacetime V (n+m) is nearly conformally projective to the la–
spacetime V (n+m); nc : V (n+m) !V (n+m); if there is a finite chain of na–maps from
V (n+m) to V (n+m):
For nearly conformal maps we formulate:
Theorem 4 For every fixed triples (Naj ;Γ

:γ; U  V (n+m)) and (Naj ;Γ:γ, U 
V (n+m)) and given components of nonlinear connection, d–connection and d–metric
being of class Cr(U); Cr(U), r > 3; there is a finite chain of na–maps nc : U ! U:
The proof is to performed by introducing a nite number of na-maps with corre-
sponding components of deformation parameters and deformation tensors in order
to transform step by step the coecients of d-connection Γγ into the Γ

γ):
Now we introduce the concept of the Category of la{spacetimes, C(V (n+m)): The
elements of C(V (n+m)) consist from objects
ObC(V (n+m)) = fV (n+m); V (n+m)<i1>; V (n+m)<i2>; : : :g
being la{spacetimess, for simplicity in this work, having common N{connection
structures, and morphisms MorC(V (n+m)) = fnc(V (n+m)<i1>; V (n+m)<i2>)g being
chains of na{maps interrelating la{spacetimes. We point out that we can consider
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equivalent models of physical theories on every object of C(V (n+m)): One of the main
purposes of this section is to develop a d{tensor and d{variational formalism on
C(V (n+m)); i.e. on la{multispaces, interrelated with nc{maps. Taking into account
the distinguished character of geometrical objects on la{spacetimes we call tensors
on C(V (n+m)) as distinguished tensors on la{spacetime Category, or dc{tensors.
Finally, we emphasize that the presented in this Section denitions and theorems
can be generalized for (super) vector bundles with arbitrary given structures of
nonlinear connection, linear d{connection and metric structures [40, 43].
5 The Nearly Autoparallel Tensor-Integral
The aim of this Section is to dene the tensor integration not only for bitensors,
objects dened on the same curved space, but for dc{tensors, dened on two spaces,
V (n+m) and V (n+m), even it is necessary on la{multispaces. A. Moor tensor{integral
formalism [30] having a lot of applications in classical and quantum gravity [33, 46,
17] was extended for locally isotropic multispaces in [44, 42]. The unispacial locally
anisotropic version is given in [40, 34, 35, 18].
Let TuV
(n+m) and TuV
(n+m) be tangent spaces in corresponding points u2
U V (n+m) and u2UV (n+m) and, respectively, T uV (n+m) and T uV (n+m) be their
duals (in general, in this Section we shall not consider that a common coordinati-
zation is introduced for open regions U and U ). We call as the dc{tensors on the
pair of spaces (V (n+m); V (n+m)) the elements of distinguished tensor algebra
(⊗TuV (n+m))⊗(⊗T uV (n+m))⊗(⊗γTuV (n+m))⊗(⊗T uV (n+m))
dened over the space V (n+m) ⊗ V (n+m); for a given nc : V (n+m) ! V (n+m):
We admit the convention that underlined and non{underlined indices refer, re-
spectively, to the points u and u. Thus Q:; for instance, are the components of
dc{tensor Q2TuV (n+m)⊗TuV (n+m):
Now, we dene the transport dc{tensors. Let open regions U and U be home-
omorphic to sphere R2(n+m) and introduce isomorphism u;u between TuV (n+m)
and TuV
(n+m) (given by map nc : U!U): We consider that for every d{vector
v2TuV (n+m) corresponds the vector u;u(v) = v2TuV (n+m); with components v
being linear functions of v:
v = h(u; u)v
; v = h

(u; u)v;
where h(u; u) are the components of dc{tensor associated with 
−1
u;u. In a similar
manner we have
v = h(u; u)v
; v = h

(u; u)v:
In order to reconcile just presented denitions and to assure the identity for trivial
maps V (n+m) !V (n+m); u = u; the transport dc-tensors must satisfy conditions:
h(u; u)h















(u; u) = 

:
Let SpUV (n+m) is a homeomorphic to p-dimensional sphere and suggest that




Definition 5 The tensor integral in u2Sp of a dc–tensor N :γ:’: :1p (u; u); com-
pletely antisymmetric on the indices 1; : : :; p; over domain Sp; is defined as
N :γ:’: (u; u) = I
U
(Sp)











where dS1p = u1^  ^up .
Let suppose that transport dc{tensors h and h

 admit covariant derivations














(u; u) = −B::γ(u; u)hγ(u; u):
By using the formulas for torsion and, respectively, curvature of connection Γγ we
can calculate next commutators:
D[D]h
γ
γ = −(R:γ: + T :B::γ )h
γ
: (58)












where j j denotes that index  is excluded from the action of antisymmetrization












Let Sp be the boundary of Sp−1. The Stoke’s type formula for the tensor{integral



















’: :j2:::p] − B::[γjN :γ:’::j1:::p] +B::[γjN :γ:’: :j1:::p]:
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where γ1:::γq is completely antisymmetric on its indices and
12:::(n+m) =
√
jgj; g = detjgj;
g is taken as the d{metric (10). The dual of dc{tensor N
:γ
’::1:::p
is dened as the
dc{tensor N :γ:1:::n+m−p’: satisfying
N :γ:’: :1:::p =
1
p!
N :γ:1:::n+m−p’: 1:::n+m−p1:::p: (62)







pDγN :γ:1:::n+m−p−1γ’: dS1:::n+m−p−1 ; (63)
where
pDγN :γ:1:::n+m−p−1γ’: = DγN :γ:1:::n+m−p−1γ’: − B::γN :γ:1:::n+m−p−1γ’:
+B::γN :γ:1:::n+m−p−1γ’: + (−1)(n+m−p)(n+m− p+ 1)T [:γN :jγ:j1:::n+m−p−1]γ’: :
To verify the equivalence of (62) and (63) we must take in consideration that
Dγ1:::k = 0 and 1:::n+m−p1:::p
1:::n+m−pγ1:::γp = p!(n+m− p)![γ11   γp]p :
The developed tensor integration formalism will be used in the next section for
denition of conservation laws on spaces with local anisotropy.
6 Tensor Integrals and Conservation Laws
The denition of conservation laws on curved and/or locally anisotropic spaces is a
challenging task because of absence of global and local groups of automorphisms of
such spaces. Our main idea is to use chains of na{maps from a given, called here-
after as the fundamental, la{spacetime to an auxiliary one with trivial curvatures
and torsions admitting a global group of automorphisms. The aim of this section
is to formulate conservation laws for la-gravitational elds by using dc{objects and
tensor{integral values, na{maps and variational calculus on the Category of la{
spacetimes. R. Miron and M. Anastasiei [27, 28] calculated the divergence of the
energy{momentum d{tensor on vector bundles provided with N{connection struc-

























γ −GRγT γ +RT )
vanishes if and only if the d{connection D is without torsion. On V (n+m) the d{
torsion T γ could be eectively induced with respect to an anholonomic frame and
became trivial after transition to a holonomic frame.
No wonder that conservation laws, in usual physical theories being a consequence
of global (for usual gravity of local) automorphisms of the fundamental spacetime,
are more sophisticate on the spaces with local anisotropy. Here it is important to
emphasize the multiconnection character of la{spacetimes. For example, for a d{
metric (10) on V (n+m) we can equivalently dene an auxiliar linear connection ~D
constructed from by using the usual formulas for Christoel symobls with the oper-
ators of partial dierential equations (5) chainged respectively into the la{adapted
ones (1). We conclude that by using auxiliary symmetric d{connections, we can
also use the symmetric d{connection γ γ from (22) we construct a model of la{
gravity which looks like locally isotropic on the spacetime V (n+m): More general









were, for simplicity, Γγ is chosen to be also metric and satisfy the Einstein equa-
tions (15). The d{vector U is interpreted as an eective source of local anisotropy
on V (n+m) satisfying the generalized conservation laws (64). The deformation d{
tensor P γ is could be generated (or not) by deformations of type (29){(33) for
na{maps.
>From (56) we obtain a tensor integral on C(V (n+m)) of a d{tensor:








We point out that tensor{integrals can be dened not only for dc{tensors but
and for d{tensors on V (n+m). Really, suppressing indices ’ and γ in (62) and (63),
considering instead of a deformation dc{tensor a deformation tensor





(we consider deformations induced by a nc{transform) and integration ISp: : :dS
1:::p
in la{spacetime V (n+m) we obtain from (56) a tensor{integral on C(V (n+m)) of a
d{tensor:



























(u) taken from (65), vanishes,
R:γ: = 0: So, we can conclude that a la{spacetime V
(n+m) admits a tensor integral
structure on C(V (n+m)) for d{tensors associated to the deformation tensor B::γ(u)
if the nc{image V (n+m) is locally parallelizable. That way we generalize the one
space tensor integral constructions from [17, 18, 35], were the possibility to introduce
tensor integral structure on a curved space was restricted by the condition that this
space is locally parallelizable. For q = n + m the relations (63), written for d{




 dSγ = ISq q−1DN
:




jdu1: : :duq and






N : : (67)
Let consider physical values N
:






with this conservation law (due to (66)):
q−1DγN :γ = 0: (69)
We note that these conservation laws dier from covariant conservation laws for well
known physical values such as density of electric current or of energy{ momentum






 − T :E: −B::E = 0; (70)




The dened conservation laws (70) for E
:
 are not related with those for energy{
momentum tensor E:γ from the Einstein equations for the almost Hermitian gravity
[27, 28] or with a ~E with vanishing divergence Dγ ~E
:γ
 = 0: So
~E:γ 6=E:γ : A similar
conclusion was made in [17] for the unispacial locally isotropic tensor integral. In the
case of multispatial tensor integration we have another possibility (rstly pointed
in [44, 35] for Einstein-Cartan spaces), namely, to identify E
:γ
 from (70) with the
na-image of E:γ on la{spacetime V
(n+m): We shall consider this construction in the
next Section.
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7 Conservation Laws for Na–Backrounds





; hab) and d{connection ~Γ

γ: For simplicity, we suppose that the metricity con-
ditions are satised and that the connection is torsionless and with vanishing cur-
vature. Considering a nc{transform from the fundamental la{space V (n+m) to an
auxiliary one V (n+m) we are interested in the equivalents of the Einstein equations
on V (n+m):
We suppose that a part of gravitational degrees of freedom is "pumped out"
into the dynamics of deformation d{tensors for d{connection, P γ ; and metric,






Following [19, 34] we apply the rst order formalism and consider B and P γ
as independent variables on V (n+m): Using notations
P = P












B^ + ĝ = ĝ; Γγ − P γ = Γγ;





L(g) = B^(DP −DP  ) + (ĝ + B^)(PP  − P P  )
and the interaction constant is taken 1 =
4
c4
k; (c is the light constant and k is
Newton constant) in order to obtain concordance with the Einstein theory in the
locally isotropic limit.
We construct on V (n+m) a la{gravitational theory with matter elds (denoted
as ’A with A being a general index) interactions by postulating this Lagrangian
density for matter elds













Applying variational procedure on V (n+m); similar to that presented in [19] but in our
case adapted to N{connection by using derivations (5) instead of partial derivations
(1), we derive from (73) the la{gravitational eld equations
Θ = 1(t + T) (74)
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and matter eld equations
4L(m)
4’A = 0; (75)
where 4=4’A denotes the variational derivation.






4g = K + P
γ










2Kγ = −BγP (g) − BP γ(g)+
gγh(P) + g
γgP ’G’(B) + gB
P γ −BP γ );
2Θ = DDB + gD
DB − gDD(B)






As a consequence of (75){(77) we obtain the d{covariant on V (n+m) conservation
laws
D(t
 + T) = 0: (78)
We have postulated the Lagrangian density of matter elds (72) in a form as to
treat t + T as the source in (74).
Now we formulate the main results of this Section:
Proposition 1 The dynamics of the la–gravitational fields, modeled as solutions of
the Einstein equations (15) and of matter field equations on la–spacetime V (n+m);
can be locally equivalently modeled on a background la–spacetime V (n+m) provided
with a trivial d-connection and metric structure (with vanishing d–tensors of torsion
and curvature) by equations (74) and (75) on condition that the deformation tensor
P γ is a solution of the Cauchy problem posed for the basic equations for a chain
of na–maps from V (n+m) to V (n+m):
Proposition 2 The local d–tensor conservation laws for Einstein la–gravitational
fields can be written in the form (78) for both la–gravitational (76) and matter (77)
energy–momentum d–tensors. These laws are d–covariant on the background space
V (n+m) and must be completed with invariant conditions of type (34)–((37)) for every
deformation parameters of a chain of na–maps from V (n+m) to V (n+m):
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The above presented considerations consist proofs of both propositions.
We emphasize that the nonlocalization of both locally anisotropic and isotropic
gravitational energy{momentum values on the fundamental (locally anisotropic or
isotropic) spacetime V (n+m) is a consequence of the absence of global group automor-
phisms for generic curved spaces. Considering gravitational theories from the view
of multispaces and their mutual maps (directed by the basic geometric structures
on V (n+m) such as N{connection, d{connection, d{torsion and d{curvature compo-
nents, see the coecients for basic na{equations (29){(33)), we can formulate local
d{tensor conservation laws on auxiliary globally automorphic spaces being related
with some covering regions of the spacetime V (n+m) by means of chains of na{maps.
Finally, we remark that as a matter of principle we can also use d{connection de-
formations in order to modelate the la{gravitational interactions with nonvanishing
torsion and nonmetricity. In this case we must introduce a corresponding source in
(78) and dene generalized conservation laws as in (64).
8 Einstein Spaces Generated by Finsler Like Met-
rics
In this Section we analyze the conditions when four dimensional (4D) vacuum and
non{vacuum solutions of the Einstein equations can be induced by Finsler like met-
rics depending on three variables; we construct such solutions in explicit form.
8.1 Two dimensional Finsler metrics








@2F 2 (xi; yc)
@ya@yb
(79)
generated by the so{called Finsler metric function F = F (xi; yc) ; where the indices
i; j; k; ::: run values 1 and 2 on a 2D base manifold V (2) and y{coordinate indices
a; b; c; ::: = 3; 4 are used for 2D bers Yx of the tangent bundle TV
(2).. Because for
Finsler spaces the function F is homogeneous on y{variables we can express
F
(
x1; x2; y3; y4
)
= y3f(x1; x2; z); (80)
where z = y4=y3 and




x1; x2; 1; z
)
:
By introducing the function K (x; z) = (ff 0)0 ; where the ’prime’ denotes the partial
derivation on z; the metric coecients (79) are computed
h3 = h33 = Kz
2 − 2ff 0z + f 2; h = h34 = −Kz + ff 0; h4 = h44 = K: (81)
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We note that if the 2D Finsler metric coecients formally depended on four vari-
ables, by introducing the function f(x1; x2; z) one has obtained an explicit depen-
dence only on three coordinates.






























depending only on coordinates x = fxig if we choose the square of f{function
s(xi; z) = f 2 (xi; z) from (80) to be (see formulas (81))
s(xi; z) = z22(x
i) + 1(x
i): (85)
This is the simplest case when a 2D diagonal metric (84) is dened by a trivial
Finsler squared f{function (85) depending on z2 and two functions 1;2(x
i):
The problem of denition of a corresponding Finsler metric function becames
more dicult if we try to generate not a diagonal 2D metric (84) depending only on
two variables (xi); but a nondiagonal one depending on three variables (xi; z) (see
(82)). There are three classes of such type Finsler generated 2D metrics.
8.1.1 Euler nonhomogeneous equations and Finsler metrics
The rst class of 2D Finsler metric is dened by the condition when the function
s(xi; z) is chosen as to solve the rst equation in (81) when the coecient a1(x
i; z)
of a nondiagonal 2D d{metric (82) are prescribed. The rest of components of the
vertical d{metric, b1(x
i; z) and h(xi; z); are not arbitrary ones but they must be
found by using partial derivatives s0 = @s=@z and s00 = @2s=@z2; in correspondence
with the formulas (81).
The basic equation is
z2s00 − 2zs0 + 2s = 2a1 (86)
which for a1 = 0 and variables x
i treated as some parameters is the so{called Euler































i) and C(1) (x
i) are some arbitrary functions, the index (a1) emphasizes
that the Finsler metric is associated to the value a1(x
i; ) and the const1 and const2
in the integrals should be chosen from some boundary conditions.
The 2D d-metric coecients h(xi; ) and b1(x








where s = s(a1):
8.1.2 The simplest case
If the coecient b1(x
i; ) is given, the squared 2D metric Finsler function is to be
found from the last formula in (81), b1 = s
00=2: By considering the coordinates (r; t)





















i) and S(1) (x
i) are some functions on variables xi:
The corresponding 2D vertical d{metric coecients h(xi; ) and a1(x
i; ) are
computed




where s = s(b):
8.1.3 Prescribed nondiagonal coefficients
In this case one choose the coecient h(xi; ) for denition of the squared Finsler
metric function s(xi; ): As the basic equation we consider the equation
zs00 − s0 = −h


















depending on two arbitrary functions ’1;2 (t; r) :
The explicit formulas for the rest of 2D vertical d{metric coecients b1(x
i; )
and a1(x
i; ) follows from
h = −zb1 + s
0
2
and a1 = s− z2b1 − 2zh
where s = s(h):
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8.2 An ansatz for Finsler like vacuum solutions
Let us consider a particular case of metrics (3) are generated as generalized Lagrange
metrics (20) by a diagonalization transform (21) of a Finsler induced v{metric (83)
g1 + q1
2h3 + n1
24 0 q13 n14
0 1 + q2
23 + n2
24 q23 n24
q13 q23 3 0
n14 n24 0 4
 (88)
with coecients being some functions of necessary smooth class g1 = g1(x
2); g2 =
1; qi = qi(x
j ; z); ni = ni(x
j ; z); 3 = 3(x
j ; z) and 4 = 4(x
j): Latin indices run
respectively i; j; k; ::: = 1; 2 and a; b; c; ::: = 3; 4 and the local coordinates are denoted
u = (xi; y3 = z; y4); where one from the coordinates x1; z and y4 could be treated











j ; z) (ya)2 ; (89)
with respect to corresponding anholonomic frames (5) and (6), here we write down
only the ’elongated’ dierentials
z = dz + qi(x
j ; z)dxi; y4 = dy4 + ni(x
j ; z)dxi:
The system of Einstein eld equations (15) reduces to four nontrivial second
order partial dierential equations on z for functions qi(x
j ; z); ni(x
j ; z); 3(x





























There are two possibilities to satisfy the equations (90): 1/ If the function
3(x











the N{connection coecients qi(x
j ; z) could take arbitrary values in correspondence
to a stated Cauchy problem. 2/ The coecients qi(x
j ; z)  0 if the function 3 das
not satisfy the condition (92); we have only one anisotropic direction distinguished
by some nontrivial functions ni(x
j ; z):
The general solution of (91) is written
ni(x










where the functions pi(0)(x
i) and ni(0)(x
i) have to be dened from some boundary
(initial) conditions.
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We conclude this Section by formulating the rule for generation by Finsler like
metrics of vacuum solutions of the Einstein equations. Firstly, we take a Finsler
metric function (80) and following (81) we induce a nondiagonal 2D v{metric (82).
Diagonalizing (21), we obtain a h{metric (83). If the induced coecient 4 depends
only on horizontal variables xj ; the ansatz (88) solves the vacuum Einsten equations
under the conditions that the functions qi(x
j ; z); ni(x
j ; z); 3(x
j ; z) and 4(x
j) satisfy
the conditions (92) and (93). Instead of starting the procedure by xing the Finsler
metric function we can x a necessary type coecient h3 (h or h4) and then, as was
stated in subsection 8.1.1 (8.1.2 or 8.1.3), we must dene the corresponding class
of Finsler metrics. Finally, diagonalizing the v{metric, we obtain the coecients
which must be put into the ansatz (88).
We restricted our constructions only for some trivial Finsler like induced h{
components of d{metrics, for simplicity, considering h-components of type gij =
diag[a1(x
2); 1]: To induce more general Finsler like h{metrics is possible by a similar
to the presented for v{subspaces procedure.
8.3 Non vacuum locally anisotropic solutions
In this subsection we generalize the ansatz in order to induce non{vacuum solutions
of the Einstein equations (88). We consider a 4D metric parametrized
g1 + q1
2h3 + n1
24 0 q13 n14
0 g2 + q2
23 + n2
24 q23 n24
q13 q23 3 0
n14 n24 0 4
 (94)
with the coecients being some functions of necessary smooth class g1 = −(r); g2 =
1=(r); qi = qi(x
j; z); ni = ni(x
j ; z); 3 = 3(x
j ; z) and 4 = 4(x
j ; z) where the h{
coordinates are denoted x1 = t (the time like coordinate) and x2 = r: Our aim is
to dene the function (r) which gives a solution of the Einstein equations with
diagonal energy momentum d{tensor
γ = [−"; p2; p3; p4]
for a matter state when p2 = −" and p3 = p4:






. . . ;
where the dot denote the partial derivative on r: Considering the 2D h{subspace to
be of constant negative scalar curvature,
R̂ = 2R11 = −m˜2;
and that the Einstein la{equations (15) are satised we obtain the relation















being similar to a black hole solution in 2D Jackiw{Teitelboim gravity [20] and
display many of attributes of black holes [24, 15, 23] with that dierence that the
constant m˜ is dened by 4D physical values in v{subspace and for deniteness of the
theory the h{metric should be supplied with the equations for the v{components of






















Prescribing one of the functions 3; or 4; the second one is to be dened by integra-
tion on the z{variable (see detailes in [41]). One has a forth order partial dierential
equation for the metric function f(xi; z); see (80) if we try to induce the horizontal
part in a pure Finsler like manner.
9 Nearly Conformally Flat Gravitational Fields
We analyze chains of na{maps which by corresponding deformation parameters and
deformations of connections induce a vacuum d{metric (89) (for non{vacuum metrics
considerations are similar).














































T 33i = −T 3i3 =
@qi
@z
− L33i; T 34i = −T 3i4 = −L34i; (98)
T 43i = −T 4i3 =
@ni
@z
− L43i; T 44i = −T 4i4 = −L44i;






















The obtained values allow us to dene some na{map chains, for instance, from the
Minkowski spacetime V[0] = M
3;1; where it is pointed the spacetime signature (3,1),
to a curved one with local anisotropy, V (2+2); provided by a metric (88) (equvalently,
a d{metric (89)).
In this Section we shall consider sets of invertible na{maps (the inversce to a na{
transform is also considered to be a na{map) when we could neglect quadratic terms
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like PP and FF [32] in the basic na{equations (29), (31) and (33), for simplicity,




:γ −Q:P γ = bP :γ + aγ; (99)
 for na(2){maps the deformation d{tensor is parametrized
P :(u) = (F

) (100)
and the basic equations are taken
DγF

 −Q:γF  = γF  + γ ; (101)
 for na(3){maps the deformation d{tensor is parametrized
P :γ(u) = γ’
; (102)
and the basic equations
D’
 =  + ’
 + ’γQ:γ: (103)
9.1 Chains of na(1)–maps
We illustrate that the canonical d{connections and d{torsions of the mentioned









1−! V (2+2): (104)
The rst step in this chain is dened by some deformations of the symmetric






[1] P  ;
[1]T  =
[0] T  +
[1] Q ;
where it is considered that on the flat background space is chosen a system of
coordinates for which [0]γ = 0 and
[0]T  = 0: The values
([1]b = @ ln jL112j;[1] aγ = 0; [1]P γ = fL112 = L121g; [1]Qγ = 0)
solve the system of na(1){equations (99). The resulting auxiliary curved space V[1] is
provided with a d{covariant dierential operator [1]D; dened by the d{connection
[1]Γ =
[1] γ +
[1] T  :






[2] P  ;
[2]T  =









[2]P γ = fL211g; [2]Qγ = 0)
solving the system of na(1){equations (99) for xed initial data on the auxiliary
space V[1]: The resulting auxiliary curved space V[2] is provided with a d{covariant
dierential operator [2]D; dened by the d{connection
[2]Γ =
[2] γ +
[2] T  :
The third, nal, map na
[3]
1 ; which induces a la{spacetime V
(2+2) with the d{con-
nection (97) and d{torsions (98), could be treated as trivial na(1){map with a simple
deformation of the torsion structure
[3]T  =
[2] T  +
[3] Q ;
which is given by the set of values ( [3]b = 0;
[2]aγ = 0;




where T γ has just the components (98).
So, we have proved that the vacuum Einstein elds given by a metric (88) (equiv-
alently, by a d{metric (89), induced by a Finsler like metric, are nearly conformaly
flat, being related ba chain of two na(1){maps and a deformation of torsion structure
with the Minkowski spacetime. On every spacetime, on the initial V[0]; two auxiliary,
V[1]; and V[2]; and on the nal image, V
(2+2) one holds na(1){invariant conditions of
type (35).
9.2 Chains of na(2)–maps
The considered vacuum la{spacetimes could be also induced by a chain of three








2−! V (2+2): (105)
The rst na2{map from this chain is dened by some deformations of the sym-
metric part (22), with the deformation d{tensor parametrized as (100), and anti-









[0] T  +
[1] Q ;
where it is considered that on the flat background space is chosen a system of
coordinates for which [0]γ = 0 and
[0]T  = 0: The values
([1]F  = fL112g; [1] = @ ln jL112j; [1] = 0; [1] = 1; [1]Qγ = 0)
solve the system of na(2){equations (101). The resulting auxiliary curved space V[1] is
provided with a d{covariant dierential operator [1]D; dened by the d{connection
[1]Γ =
[1] γ :













([2]F  = fL211g; [2] = (L211)−1 [1]DL211; [2] = 0; [2] = 1; [2]Qγ = 0)
solving the system of na(2){equations (101). The second resulting auxiliary curved
space V[2] is provided with a d{covariant dierential operator
[2]D; dened by the
d{connection [2]Γ =
[2] γ :
The third step in the chain (105) is a trivial na2{map with pure deformation of
d{torsions given by the values







where the d{torsions are those from (98). We can conclude that a vacuum Einstein
V (2+2) spacetime provided with a Finsler like induced metric of type (88) (equiva-
lently, by a d{metric (89), could be alternatively induced by a chain of na2{maps for
which, on every stape, one holds the invariant conditions (36). This is a particular
property of this class of d{metrics. We shall prove in the next subsection that in
a similar fashion we can consider chains of na3{mapa for inducing such types of
vacuum la{spacetimes.
9.3 Chains of na(3)–maps
Finaly, we elucidate the possibility of inducing vacuum Finsler like induced Einstein








3−! V (2+2): (106)
Now, the rst na3{map is dened by some deformations of the symmetric part
(22), with the deformation d{tensor parametrized as (102), and antisymmetric (23)









[0] T  +
[1] Q ;
where it is considered that on the flat background space is chosen a system of
coordinates for which [0]γ = 0 and
[0]T  = 0: The values
([1]P  = f[1]12 [1]’1 = L112g; [1] = @ [1]’1 [1] = 0; [1]’ = 1 ; [1]Qγ = 0)
solve the system of na(3){equations (103). The resulting auxiliary curved space V[1] is
provided with a d{covariant dierential operator [1]D; dened by the d{connection
[1]Γ =
[1] γ :













([2]P  = f[2]11 [2]’2 = L211g; [2] =[2] D [1]’2 [2] = 0; [2]’ = 2 ; [2]Qγ = 0)
dening a solution of the system of na(3){equations (103).
The third step in the chain (106) should be treated as a trivial na3{map when all
parameters and deformations vanishes exepting a pure deformation of d{torsions,
[3]Qγ = T

γ ; where the d{torsions are those from (98).
10 Outline of the Results
In this paper we showed how the Einstein equations can be written with respect
to anholonomic frames with associated nonlinear connection structures, when the
dynamics of gravitational and matter eld interactions is described by mixed sets
of holonomic and anholonomic variables.
We demonstrated that by using anholonomic frames on (pseudo) Riemannian
spacetimes we can model locally anisotropic interactions and structures (Finsler like
and more general ones) which are dened in the framework of the general relativity
theory. The very important role of denition of frame systems in Einstein gravity was
emphasized by explicit examples when the tetrad coecients are selected as to dene
new classes of solutions, with generic local anisotropy, of the Einstein equations.
There were considered vacuum and non{vacuum gravitational elds induced by some
generalized Finsler like metrics
Our principial aim in this work was to underline locally anisotropic gravitational
eects and give them a rigorous geometrical spacetime description.
We elaborated the theory of nearly autoparallel locally anisotropic maps which
generalizes the geometry of conformal and geodesic transforms and applied it for
denition of conservation laws (via tensor integrals and/or by introducing nearly
autoparallel backgrounds) on spacetimes provided with anholonomic structures.
Nearly autoparallel chain resolutions of Finsler like induced vacuum Einstein elds
were constructed.
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